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Having experienced, and reflecting on the pandemic, risk and resilience 
in the Procurement and Sourcing in Pharma industry is perhaps the 
most important lesson learned. Whether you are in pre-clinical or clinical 
procurement, risk and resilience is at the forefront of the industry’s mind.

Join leading experts at this workshop to deep-dive into:

Pre-Clinical: 
• The vulnerability of supply chains and reimagining your  

business strategies
• Working to re-define supply footprint
• In a post-covid world: understand your internal customers’ necessities 

vs ‘nice to have’ to rebuild supply and inventory model
Clinical: 
• How to navigate and anticipate CRO & CDMO capacity  and what does this 

mean to your strategic sourcing and SRM initiatives?
• Agility and processes to onboard innovative vendors to support 

scientific activities and clinical trials

Workshop 
2.00-4.30pm

Defining Strategies of 
Improving Risk & Resilience: 
From Pre-Clinical to Clinical

David Karakas
Senior Director, Strategic 
Sourcing & Supplier 
Management
Intellia Therapeutics

Ming Sun
Director, Strategic Sourcing
Intellia Therapeutics

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP 

TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 2022

Dear R&D Procurement & Sourcing Experts,

I am delighted to welcome you to the most anticipated R&D procurement event this 
year, the 6th R&D Procurement & Sourcing in Pharma Summit. This summit is your 
guide to overcoming the unique challenges procurement and sourcing professionals 
in pharma face.

At this summit, experts will share stories and lessons learned, and how to implement 
strategic sourcing to optimize spend and mitigate risks. Three days of carefully 
curated content will enable you to harness the power of strategic procurement and 
sourcing to supercharge your supplier relationship and pipeline development.

I hope you enjoy three days of novel and insightful content.

Yours sincerely, 

Megan Russell
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 7.00 Registration & Welcome Coffee

8.00 Chair’s Opening Remarks
Diane Fortune
Senior Director, Strategic 
Procurement
Travere Therapeutics

Outlining the Temporal & Long-Term Implications of the 
Pandemic on R&D Procurement & Sourcing in Pharma

8.10 Turbocharging Digital Sourcing Innovation to Streamline your Process 
• Kick-starting the conference with a hot topic on digital sourcing 

innovation to discover ways to continue to drive improved R&D efficiency. 
Join us in this breakfast briefing and hear from Alice Prywarczack from 
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals to understand digital sourcing techniques 
that can streamline your R&D procurement/ sourcing processes.

• Technology challenges to support growing R&D requirements and 
ongoing COVID market constraints

• Implementation of R&D external research marketplace and opportunity 
for lab supplies marketplace to streamline contracting and new supplier 
onboarding process

• Real time data innovation opportunity

Alice Przywarczack
Director, Strategic Sourcing 
& Procurement
Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals

8.50 Supply Chain Global Shortages: Engineering New Business 
Strategies & Sourcing Models To Ensure Continued R&D Operations
• Adapting strategies to plan ahead and minimize risk in your supply chain 
• Explore how to de-risk supply chain shortages with novel               

investment strategies 
• Developing stronger partnerships with key suppliers to understand better 

forecast lead times and escalate critical shortages 
• Improving insight into what’s really happening from an                      

inventory perspective 
• Review your existing sourcing models and vendor relationship to mitigate 

raw material and lab consumable shortage to ensure an undisrupted 
operations for scientists

Greg Mason
Senior Director, Global 
Categories Procurement, 
Lab Operations
Charles River
Laboratories 

9.20 Panel Discussion: Driving More Efficient Sourcing Processes Through a Digital Platform
• Customer success stories of streamlined processes
• Intro to Scientist.com marketplace expansion into products
• Biotech as a service solution

9.50 Reflecting on the Impacts of COVID: Testing Out Different Paradigms
• Exploring new business cases in terms of building up inventory and 

strategically investing
• Lessons learnt from the pandemic: driving the implementation of new technologies
• Diving into co-investment deals with suppliers

Sean Cumbie
Vice President, Global 
Sourcing & Procurement
NOVAVAX

Suman Purunmandla
Strategic Sourcing - R&D
NOVAVAX

10.20 Panel Discussion: Emerging Technologies to Enable R&D Procurement Visibility & Spend Management
Now we are living in a digital world, COVID has accelerated industry-wide technology applications. Learn from 
experts in stimulating discussions on the benefits of implementing emerging technologies into practices to 
improve visibility and spend management. What are the practices that you seem to see evolving to assess and 
manage these risks?

CONFERENCE DAY ONE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27

Moderator:
 Diane Fortune

Senior Director, 
Strategic 
Procurement

Travere Therapeutics

Ryan M Smith
Associate 
Director, 
Procurement

Lyell Immunopharma

Derek Pu
Director, R&D 
&  External 
Manufacturing  
Procurement

Servier 
Pharmaceuticals

David Karakas
Senior Director, 
Strategic 
Sourcing 
& Supplier 

Management
Intellia Therapeutics

 Limor Glick
Head of Procurement
Flagship Pioneering

 Jessica Hilton
Head of Research Operations
Takeda

 Dan Kagan
President & COO
Scientist.com

Anca 
Copaescu
CEO

Strategikon Pharma

INTERACTIVE
SESSION
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
10.50 Speed Networking & Morning Coffee Break

Reconnect and break the ice with your industry peers to spark conversations 
and share best practice over a morning coffee!

11.50 How Does Your Lab Supply Purchase Process Stack Up Against 
Other R&D Labs
In this session, we will be examining the lab supply purchase process for 
R&D labs and procurement teams.

• Learn how ZAGENO is helping top global pharma companies survey their 
scientists to better understand the challenges in the current purchasing 
of lab supplies

• Discuss strategies that procurement leaders are putting in place to 
address scientists’ feedback

Get a glimpse of our data and we will help you compare it with your own

Natalie Bartlett
Enterprise Business 
Development
ZAGENO

Paul Goetz
Chief Revenue Officer
ZAGENO

12.20 Roundtable: Sourcing Metrics & Operational Improvements in 
the Post-Pandemic World
• Managing risk/measuring it in the new environment to be more flexible 

and agile for stakeholders
• Supplier management / operational effectiveness in hybrid work environment
• Supply chain constraints and role of procurement to help shape strategies 

on environmental, economic and social sustainability programs

Andrew Nation
Associate Director, R&D 
Sourcing Excellence
Bristol Myers Squibb

12.45 Driving Internal & External Innovation in a Virtual Environment
• Effectively managing innovation in a virtual world: is the current model 

sustainable in the long-term?
• How to engage with internal customers’ and external stakeholders’ collaborations?
• Staying one step ahead – anticipating what your R&D team and portfolio 

need to find your next long-term partners
• Overcoming the challenges of supplier and vendor risk assessment in a 

virtual world

Stefanie Kuhner
Head of Clinical 
Technology, Innovation 
& Patient Recruitment 
- Strategic Sourcing & 
Procurement
Bristol Myers Squibb

13.15 Networking Lunch

14.15 Quartzy: The All-In-One Platform for the Best Run Labs
• Introducing Quartzy and how we can help you simplify and streamline the 

procurement process
• Exploring the challenges faced in lab supply lifecycle
• Evaluating Quartzy as your life science partner

Jayant Kulkarni
CEO
Quartzy

14.45 Fireside Chat: What’s Next for Procurement?
Hear from industry experts on delving into the broader perspective of where the industry is going. How do you 
build thinking into your category strategies that anticipates these types of potential disruptions in the supply 
chain in future?

15.15 Identifying Hidden Costs & Savings on Lab Equipment Purchases
• Focusing on -80°C freezers and incubators, this presentation will help 

reveal key differences and address
• How equipment test results should be your “ask” with every purchase
• Commonly overlooked soft-dollar savings and their significance to the lab 

and your organization
• Energy efficiency: how kilowatt hours saved will impact electricity costs at 

the outlet, and further impact your Net Zero goals
• Identifying a good warranty
• The on-going, hidden costs of equipment and their impact on a TCO
• This presentation will offer a real-world analysis of key differences – both 

advantages and pitfalls – that will aid you in your life-science research 
equipment procurement strategies

Mark Brassard
Area Manager, Northeast
PHC Corporation of North 
America

Antionette Scorey
Sr Director, Strategic 
Sourcing & Procurement
Apellis Pharma

Sam Moon
Head of Supply Chain 
Management
Avellino Labs
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
15.25 Make Source-to-pay (S2P) Application Easy to Use

• How to navigate through user adoption challenges with your existing S2P 
application?

• How to ensure change management practices are followed while 
implementing a S2P application?

• How to improve self serviceability and productivity of employees during 
purchase requisition process thereby reducing support overhead?

Gagandeep Josan
Head of Solutions & 
Industry Sales
Whatfix

15.35 Afternoon Refreshment

Exploiting Emerging Technologies & Techniques in R&D Procurement
16.05 The Evolution of R&D Procurement

• The potential “de-evolution” of R&D procurement
• Leveraging the R&D ecosystem/open science
• Digital procurement: is this finally becoming a reality?

Eric Shobe
VP Global Head of R&D 
Procurement
Novartis 

16.35 Session Reserved for 

Paul Kuiken
Vice President 
Transformation Services 
Practice
G&L Scientific

16.50 Developing Sourcing & Procurement Strategies at Lightspeed
• Navigating a new paradigm in timelines from ideation to concept to launch
• Balancing financial optimization and supply assurance
• Bringing supply partners on board with new approaches

James Tornos
Vice President, Sourcing 
& Enterprise Services - 
Research, Development 
and Medical Procurement
Pfizer

17.20 Defining KPIs & How to Best Assess Performance of your Team
• Understanding the importance of having KPI metrics and why companies 

should track this
• How KPIs can identify bottlenecks in procurement and highlight areas to 

focus the resource on
• Exploring how bottleneck identification can turn into actionable 

outcomes: what are the benefits and next steps

Sam Moon
Head of Supply Chain 
Management
Avellino Labs

17.50 Chairs Closing Remarks & End of Day 1
Diane Fortune
Senior Director, Strategic 
Procurement
Travere Therapeutics

 Drinks Reception & Careers Evening
This career evening will help you build talents within your R&D Procurement & Sourcing organization. 
Featuring case study on inspiring GenZ to join your team, we will be hosting a panel discussion 
championing ED&I in the industry. Whether you are looking for a mentor or mentee, you can hear your 
peers’ approach.

18.30 Panel Discussion
Understanding the importance of progressing women and minorities in their careers, what’s the glass ceiling?

19.00 Roundtable Discussion
• With old-fashioned paper & pens, this is the chance to discuss and 

identify barriers / difficulties you’ve found in you career progression to far
• How can we be the best partners for our scientist – normalizing the 

transition from R&D to R&D procurement & sourcing

Andrew Nation
Associate Director, R&D 
Sourcing Excellence
Bristol Myers Squibb

19.30 End of Careers Evening

Jiali Chen
Director, Head of Drug 
Development & Regulatory 
Strategic Sourcing
Biogen

Ishua Oronoz
Global R&D Sourcing 
Excellence
BMS

Alice Przywarczak
Director, Strategic Sourcing 
& Procurement
Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals
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7.30 Morning Coffee

8.30 Chair’s Opening Remarks
Andrew Nation
Associate Director, R&D 
Sourcing Excellence
Bristol Myers Squibb

Benchmarking Innovative Relationships with Suppliers & Effective SRM
8.40 Establishing a Robust External Supplier Relationship Model for 

Pipeline Development
• Sourcing your capable partner in emerging science with limited supplier base
• Shifting the focus: value-based pricing model to drive win-win situation
• Balancing risk, reward and compliance

Bertrand Rosier
Global Procurement Head, 
Medical
Sanofi 

9.10 Session Reserved for

9.40 Panel Discussion: Data-Driven Approaches to Procurement & Supply Chain Strategy
• Strategic metrics and how to use them
• Implementing new technologies to gain transparency and visibility of spend
• Simplifying purchasing for your internal teams

10.10 Cultural Champion: Are You Your Scientists’ Best Business Partner?
• Rebranding procurement/ sourcing to be the best business partner for 

scientific team
• How to simplify and expedite the source to pay process to allow the 

scientist to focus on science
• On-going focus and training focused on stakeholder engagement

Gerard Cardillo
Vice President, Global 
Procurement
Charles River 
Laboratories

10.40 Understanding the Overall Value Your Clinical Supply Vendor  
Can Provide: Finding Dollars in Places Other Than Price

Tom Gottschalk
Senior Director, Clinical 
Business Development
TrialCard

11.10 Morning Coffee Break
11.40 Leveraging Technology to Modernize R&D Procurement

• Clinical outsourcing is highly complex from both bid structure and due 
diligence standpoint. Explore how greater standardization in category 
management can drive efficiencies and savings

• How do you transform bid history into bid intelligence? Discuss how 
technology can reduce cost of outsourcing, while driving insights into 
outsourcing strategy

• Clinical vendor oversight is both regulated and essential to business 
success. Technology can be the missing connector between disparate 
sources of metrics and lead to excellence in strategic partner 
performance management

Anca Copaescu
CEO
Strategikon Pharma

12.10 Understanding & Outlining That Little Fish Like the Big Pond Too
• Exploring the benefits to supplier organizations when working with smaller clients
• To win all teams need to be supported by A teams
• Benchmarking what can we do to increase where we stand on your priority list?

Rose Prisco
Associate Director, Clinical 
Procurement
Pacira Pharmaceuticals

CONFERENCE DAY TWO
THURSDAY, APRIL 28

Todd Sells
Director, Global Category 
Management
Takeda Pharmaceuticals 

Sarah Fay
Managing Director
Glasswing Ventures

Matthew Persic
Director Procurement
Johns Hopkins 
University

Richard Stack
Global Chemical & Life 
Science Industries Director
SAP Ariba

Parry Gandhi
Director, Supply Chain 
Business Network
SAP Ariba
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12.40 Things to Consider When Selecting a Contract Analytical 
Laboratory Outsourcing Partner
• Highlighting some of the key considerations you will need to include when 

selecting an outsource partner for laboratory services
• Exploring regulatory Acceptance, Depth vs Breadth of Service, Experience 

vs Expertise, Global or Local, 3rd party co-operation and Project 
management

Dale Hirst
Biological Sciences Senior 
Group Leader
RSSL

12.50 Networking Lunch

Exploring the Availability of Capacity in the Industry

13.50 Building Strong Relationship with Suppliers in Biotech
• Novel procurement strategy to engage with potential partners
• What can you leverage as a biotech start-up to build successful long-

term supplier partners?
• When demand is low and forecasts are unknown, how do you get a 

supplier’s attention to prioritize urgent requests in a constrained market?

Ryan M Smith
Associate Director, 
Procurement 
Lyell Immunotherapies

14.20 Balancing in- and Outsourcing – Risks & Opportunities vs 
Portfolio Strategy
• Assessing increase in outsourcing amongst pharma and the advantages 

of developing an external supply base
• How do we use the external supply base more effectively to drive 

innovation and aid the portfolio?
• Honing into the different skill sets of scientific processes internally versus 

managing science externally

Timothee Delcroix
Director, Strategic Sourcing
Generation Bio 

14.50 Panel Discussion – Exploring the Benefits of In- vs Outsourcing to Expedite Timelines
Discuss whether continued in- or outsourcing can improve efficiency of timelines by either getting approved 
faster or failing faster.

15.30 Chair’s Closing Remarks & End of Day Two
We hope you enjoyed this year’s R&D Procurement & Sourcing in Pharma 
Summit!

Andrew Nation
Associate Director, R&D 
Sourcing Excellence
Bristol Myers Squibb

Moderator: 
Matt Mansfield
Senior Director
Dicerna 

Jiali Chen
Director, Head of Drug 
Development & Regulatory 
Strategic Sourcing
Biogen

Steven K. Cray
Head of External Supply 
Management – API Oncology 
& External Supply Small 
Molecule
Takeda

CONFERENCE DAY TWO
THURSDAY, APRIL 28

Derek Pu
Director, R&D & External 
Manufacturing Procurement
Servier Pharmaceuticals

David Karakas
Senior Director, Strategic Sourcing & 
Supplier Management
Intellia Therapeutics
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THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

Expertise Partner
Clinical Maestro™ is an end-to-end elegant cloud-based platform to more efficiently budget, 
source and manage complex clinical programs. We believe that intuitive technology, complete 
transparency and effective communication between biopharmaceutical companies and providers 
will revolutionize the productivity of clinical research. 
www.strategikonpharma.com/clinical-maestro

Expertise Partner
ZAGENO supports researchers pursuing breakthroughs that improve our lives. Through a 
marketplace that includes tens of millions of specialty, commodity, and industry-leading products, 
ZAGENO is the single source of supplies for the researcher community. ZAGENO’s digital tools 
transform the way products are compared, available, and purchased. ZAGENO is a global company 
with offices in the US, UK, Germany, Belgium, and India. 
www.zageno.com

Expertise Partner
SAP Ariba enables companies to connect, get business done and spend better. With SAP Ariba, 
businesses can manage the buying process across all categories of spend – from direct and indirect 
goods to services. On the Ariba Network, buyers and suppliers from more than 4.4 million companies 
and 190 countries discover new opportunities, collaborate on transactions, grow strong relationships, 
and build healthy supply chains. It’s where more than $2.9 trillion in commerce gets done every year. 
With SAP Ariba, companies are transforming how they manage all categories of spend with improved 
operational efficiency and compliance, increased agility and accelerated business outcomes.
www.ariba.com 

Expertise Partner
Labviva leverages science as the organizing principal to connect researchers and purchasing 
professionals with life science suppliers. The Labviva AI-based technology platform provides flexible 
tools with the ability to serve enriched scientific product catalog content from multiple suppliers 
in meaningful taxonomies that is valuable to researchers and purchasing professionals. Labviva 
enables purchasing departments to take control of their supply chain by gaining greater visibility of 
purchasing trends and third-party tail spend with deep and insightful analytics.
www.labviva.com

Expertise Partner
The all-in-one platform for the best run labs. Trusted by 10,000+ organizations. Fully customizable 
platform to meet the needs of organizations at all scales, early stage biotechs, public companies 
and labs at academic institutions.  
www.quartzy.com

Lead Partner
The pharma industry needs faster, cheaper and more innovative ways to prevent and cure 
disease. Scientist.com’s AI-powered “Science as a Service®” platform helps scientists carry out 
more innovative experiments in less time and at lower cost. Clients include 24 of the world’s top 
pharmaceutical companies, 100+ biotechnology companies and the US National Institutes of 
Health (NIH). Research providers in over 100 countries use Scientist.com to offer more than 4,000 
services across multiple research areas.
www.scientist.com
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THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

Spotlight Partner
PHCNA is subsidiary of the PHC Holdings Corporation, headquartered in Wood Dale, IL, that for 
more than 50 years, has met the needs of the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, hospital/clinical and 
industrial industries. We play a critical role in global pharmaceutical product development and 
have a stellar reputation as a manufacturer of high-quality and innovative medical, diagnostic, 
and laboratory equipment. Our products are marketed as the PHCbi brand, and include CO2 and 
multigas incubators,  ultra-low temperature freezers, cryogenic and biomedical freezers, and high 
performance refrigerators.
www.phchd.com/us/biomedical

Spotlight Partner
Whatfix is a Digital Adoption Solution (DAS) that disrupts training, learning and support of source 
to pay applications such as SAP Ariba, Coupa, Jaggaer and Ivalua by providing contextual, 
interactive, real-time and autonomous user guidance. These features offer multiple benefits on 
your existing S2P application by: Accelerating supplier and employee adoption; Improving data 
accuracy and process compliance; Improving self-serviceability and productivity of employees 
during purchase requisition process thereby reducing support overhead.
Overall, with Whatfix DAS, companies can gain more out of their S2P softwares. Whatfix is used by 
100+ Fortune 1000 companies and is based in San Jose, California and Bangalore.
https://bit.ly/3JKRn7d

Spotlight Partner
G&L Scientific is the world’s leading independent scientific consultancy providing Pharmaceutical, 
Biotechnology and ATMP clients a one-stop-shop healthcare consultancy solution. 
We deliver complete, bespoke end-to-end services and engagement models and, through our 
Insight Advisory Practice, Regulatory Affairs-driven management consultancy and advice. 
With offices in the UK, Spain, Switzerland, the United States, Canada, Korea, and India, we are 
proud to have an unrivaled knowledge of local regulatory markets supported by our extensive 
global network of professionals.
www.gandlscientific.com 

Spotlight Partner
RSSL are a world-leading Contract Research Organisation, providing analytical testing, research 
and development, consultancy and training services. Our work helps world-leading brands and 
SMEs develop and supply products that are safe, innovative and of the highest quality.  
www.rssl.com

Expertise Partner
TrialCard’s RxStudy Card™ utilizes the North American pharmacy network to provide subjects with 
un-blinded prescription and OTC medication, as well as ancillary supplies for clinical trials. RxStudy 
Card™ provides logistic and financial efficiencies for clinical supplies, allowing faster and easier study 
start up, flexibility, affordability, and improved management of subject safety and adherence
www.trialcard.com
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THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

Thomas Vickers
Partnerships Director
sponsor@hansonwade.com
+1 617 455 4188

BECOME A COMMERCIAL PARTNER 

LET’S TALK

Event Partner 
Whether a lab needs to sell a single instrument or liquidate an entire facility, ALT is your one-stop, 
full-service provider of surplus asset strategies. For companies looking to maximize their ROI on idle 
assets, ALT provides a broad range of customized asset services including outright purchases, trade-
in programs, consignment, and auction services. ALT is a leading provider of refurbished instruments 
ranging from small benchtop accessories to larger systems including HPLC, GC, and Mass Spec. 
www.americanlaboratorytrading.com

Exhibition Partner
JAGGAER’s all-in-one software platform revolutionizes procurement by giving users full control and 
visibility. Transform procurement in your supply chain.
www.jaggaer.com

Exhibition Partner
MarathonLS is a laboratory support partner specializing in lab equipment service and laboratory 
consumables management. We are proud to offer Marathon Pacer, which is designed to anticipate 
the lab supplies that you need and replenish weekly. This program is supported by a wide portfolio 
of plastic consumables that is always in stock and ready to ship. The race for discovery and 
innovation is a Marathon, not a sprint, allow us to come along for the run.
www.marathonls.com 

Event Partner 
Raffles provides small molecule process development and manufacturing services to the 
pharmaceutical industry. We deliver enabling materials, from small quantities of unique compounds 
to support early pre-clinical development, to large volumes of intermediates for clinical studies 
and commercial supply. Specialties include chiral compounds, unnatural amino acids, and sulphur 
containing molecules. Raffles operates 40,000 sq. ft of modern, well-equipped facilities across two 
sites in Guangdong, China, and a business development and technical support function in Philadelphia.
www.rafflespt.com
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NOTES
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WE LOOK 
FORWARD TO 

YOUR FEEDBACK  
& SEEING YOU  

IN 2023

April 18-20 2023
www.advanced-procurement-in-pharma.com

7th6th
R&DSourcing& 
Procurement inPharma
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